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Explore PhD Thesis in Marketing, Marketing Projects, Advertising Project Topics or Ideas, Sales Based Research
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The case of buying computers online. Impulsive buying: social and psychological aspects. The impact of
advertising on acquisition of bad habits by teenagers. Branding is an umbrella term to refer to a wide body of
literature examining how businesses can use their brands to achieve a competitive advantage, through building
brand equity, launching brand extensions, managing global brands, and so forth. How do marketing methods
differ across the cultures? The case of Vodafone. This lets companies acquire customers, while also
maintaining customer loyalty that results in repeat custom for the firm. An investigation into the role of
marketing competence and market environment. Such extensions include the need to take into account
privacy, security, the greater ability to customise and personalise user experiences, the changing nature of
consumer behaviour and the interaction of online and offline mediums. The case of the alcoholic drinks
industry in the US. With the lowering of mobile phone tariffs and the increased levels of Internet browsing
using mobile phones, this medium has become increasingly important to marketers. What are the most
beneficial ways to build customer loyalty? What are the major strategies to attract potential clients? A
comparison of online and offline mediums. Manipulation tactics and consumer behavior: creating a desire to
purchase. The case of blockbuster marketing. The 4Ps Price, Product, Promotion, Place of marketing mix The
4Ps concept represents the cornerstone of marketing is widely used by marketing managers when trying to
influence consumer decision-making processes. All forms of copying, distribution or reproduction are strictly
prohibited and will be prosecuted to the Full Extent of Law. Effective Internet marketing activities: what
should we expect in the future? As social media networks become more popular, a marketing dissertation in
this area will be timely and in line with current marketing research trends. Online marketing is a useful and
current area of market research. The case of Virgin Cola in the UK. Should leading brands have products of
the highest quality? An investigation into online customer reviews. Social media as an effective tool to
promote business. The case of Nike. How do demands change upon generations? This creates an ideal area to
base your marketing dissertation on. If you struggle to start your dissertation, this collection of sample topics
will be very helpful for you to formulate your own paper title. All rights reserved. Can effectiveness of
advertising depend on a social network? The case of low and high involvement product categories. The case of
Apple. What factors can affect the success of a new brand? Can language influence product identity? What
factors can influence the marketing strategy success? The case of Amazon. Does gender influence customer
buying decision? The case of the Champagne region, France. Ethics in Marketing Dissertation Topics The
power of the media in changing consumer attitudes has a significant impact on how firms are expected to
behave, as well as how they should integrate ethics into their marketing campaigns.


